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Raven_Voy
I start counting

United Kingdom
3 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  01:32:27  

Hi all.

I made the below poster for my partner.

I was wondering if anyone else has any Dusty posters hanging in their house and wouldn't mind sharing
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dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  08:05:13    

My Dusty wall is pretty bare... but i'm getting my dad to make a shelf so i can put all my Dusty stuff on
there.. ya know so i can be kool

Anyway here are my whole 3 posters
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Australia
5805 Posts

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  09:12:37      

I wish I had a poster... 

Matt.

Jen
Little by little

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  14:31:17  
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Canada
175 Posts

....this isn't technically a poster, but it hangs on my living room wall - it's a page from a Sept. 1964
Cashbox magazine, and I think was my first ebay/Dusty purchase! 

Jen

....who fortunately doesn't suffer the DWD association with this picture - it's probably my all time
favourite (living in Nth. America has it's advantages!!)

Edited by - Jen on 11/11/2006 14:34:13

David
Little by little

USA
498 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  14:52:56  

Very cool, Jen!

Hey Clare, what do the dates on your poster mean? Does it say 1939-1995, or is my vision, even

with contacts, even worse than I thought it was?

Dustily yours, David

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  14:54:19  

Two super classy big posters there, I'm really envious of the Cashbox one Jen  I notice the

centrespread from the last Bulletin up there too, that's a wonderful shot.

Here's one I did have way back when but I'm sorry to say I don't have it now. Shame as I just got it
signed earlier in the day. 
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

 

Carole x

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  14:55:31    

Hey david, yeah the dates are screwed on that poster!! I was so angry when i got it... it's meant to be
like how long she was alive for.. so it should be 1939-1999 but they put 1995 instead... losers... i've e-
mailed them sooo many times and all they say is that they'll pass it on to the supervisor.. they should
have some respect..

it makes me angry!

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  14:57:01  

Yes David it does say 1995 on Clare's poster. I bought 3 off Ebay ages ago without noticing the date. I
wrote to them complaining, as I know other people did too. I kept them though and just cut the dates
off before I gave a couple as presents.

Carole x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  15:07:21    

These are lovely! Nice work Raven_Voy! Hope your GF appreciated it.
Jen I really love yours too. 

I see I must get some pictures taken. And more of my albums framed!

"Yesterday's gone. Love lead me on." 
~Roll Away

Jen
Little by little

Canada
175 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  15:41:29  

It's a great day!!! 

Carole G. is envious of something Dusty related that I have!!!   

Jen

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  18:05:39  

Ha Jen  There are still many things out there that I covet! I lost almost everything I collected in the
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

sixties and had to begin again. The biggest things on my wish list these days tend to be footage of
Dusty performances that aren't yet in the public domain but that we know exist. Now if you have....

Carole x

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  22:41:35  

my Dusty posters at Dad's house:

my new "Long Blondes" poster: 

MattMidd1
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4270 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  22:49:01      

OMG! you are sooooo lucky! I hate you! (in a good way!) I wish I had that many Dusty posters - well -
I wish I had at least 1 Dust poster! Where does everyone get them from?

Matt.

Sophie
Where am I going?

2302 Posts

Posted - 11/11/2006 :  23:07:18  

you can get "The Long Blondes" poster from HMV in Oxford - it comes free with one of the 7" records
 as for my other posters, they're just printouts of photos i found on the internet!

DustyJaneway
I start counting

United Kingdom
57 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2006 :  05:29:28      

quote:

Originally posted by dusty_freak

Hey david, yeah the dates are screwed on that poster!! I was so angry when i got it... it's meant to be like
how long she was alive for.. so it should be 1939-1999 but they put 1995 instead... losers... i've e-mailed
them sooo many times and all they say is that they'll pass it on to the supervisor.. they should have some
respect..

it makes me angry!

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."

I have the same poster and I was furious too with the wrong date - IDIOTS!  Again, I emailed the

site I bought mine off and they couldn't give a toss. Like I said, IDIOTS! 

But I still have the poster up because Dusty posters are very few and far between - and it's Dusty!
You'd think the company that produces that poster would have changed the date by now though...
Idiots. <<< Have I said that word enough?  
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dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2006 :  05:43:35    

Hehe i agree with everything you said though!!

Idiots!

Clare xoxo

"I'm not Mama's little baby no more..."
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